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Bas Pedroli, Vasily Ponomarev

s. 1

Visit to the 'Gasunie' headquarters,

Oil and gas sector
stakeholders
study tour

Mrs. H.J.A. Schakel made the study tour participants
Mr. Hulsbergen gave a presentation

The sustainable

use of natural resources in the Pechora basin

depends not only on the development

of adequate policy deci-

sions but also largely on a proper understanding
effect relationships

of cause-

between hu man interferences

a cordially

welcome in the Presentation room at the Gasunie in Groningen.
about the European activi-

ties of Gasunie, also in relation to Russian gas, pointing to the
peculiar Groningen 'hub' in European gas distribution.

This was

followed by an explanation of the Dutch Gas building and the

and ecosy-

stem functioning

and of knowledge on the spectre of wise use

and conservation

options available to stakeholders.

The PRISM

Energy Delta Institute by Mr. Van Dorssen. This is a co-operati on between Gasunie, University of Groningen and Gazprom.
In the afternoon a visit was executed to the underground gas

project therefore organised a government and private gas and

storage facilities

oil sector stakeholders

in Grijpskerk. The NAM is the biggest producer of oil and natu-

study tour to the Netherlands (30 No-

vember - 7 December 2003), with the purpose to exchange

of NAM (Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij)

ral gas in the Netherlands.

The buffer use of underground gas

both positive and negative experiences of large-scale industrial

storage was explained. The participants

development

the strategy of today's practice and future demands in the

in Western Europe. lts consequences

for nature,

got acquainted with

natural resources and the present-day integrated approach

Netherlands and Europe. The clean environment

towards water management,

was noticed by all participants,

use of resources and conserva-

tion at the basin level was a central issue. During the study
tour, contacts were established

between the stakeholders

and

both leading Netherlands government agencies as weil as private sector corporations

such as NAM, Shell and Gasunie and

NGO's involved in both the conservation

and exploitation

natural resources.
Two contrasting

days during this mission were:

of

at the site

as was the strict regulation

with respect to avoiding calamities

and accidents.

Mini-~yniposiu"":'~"'stainable Development,
Delft
Durmg ~he study tour, gm)ni-symposium
December, 2003 for representatives

wasreldiin'[)elft

of the Ru~sian

on 4

~liand gas

sector from Komi and NAO as weil as for representatives

from

related fields of government and research in the Netherlands.
Exchange of knowledge and sharing of interests in the field of
nature management

and exploitation

of natural resources were

the basic aims of this symposium.
Statements derived by participants following plenary discussion:
• The Pechora basin: provides a unique possibility for largescale sustainable

development,

of which environmental

proteetion is the backbone.
• Oil and gas in Pechora basin: Hydrocarbon reserves are enormous, but present extraction and transportation
unnecessarily

methods are

negatively influencing the environment.

• Ecological restoration
basin: Restoration

of oil-polluted lands in the Pechora

is necessary, but prevention is much more

desirabie.
• Ministry ANF: The Netherlands and Russia can learn from
each other with respect to nature protection and forest
management, within the framework of sustainable

develop-

ment.
• NWP: Government, NGO's and industry, though having
different interests, can form effective partnerships.
• Institute Clingendael: Energy companies in Western Europe
are adapting more rapidly than governments

and NGO's,

which are too rigidly keeping to old positions.
• PRISM: is an opportunity tor building a European network on
sustainable

Photos top: Mini-symposium Sustainable Development, Delft
Photo bottom: NAM-drilling site, Ameland
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development.

5.2

Forestry sector
stakeholders
study tour

Mrs Geurtsen (photo, middle) focused on the question how the
MoU can contribute to stimulating the regional nature conser-

The visit of six Russian forest officials and experts to the

vation and environmental protection priorities at the federal

Netherlands for aseven days mission taak place 19 - 26

and international level, also taking into account that biodiversi-

September 2004. It was combined with a PRISM project mana-

ty conservation is not only a matter of ecology but also of

gement mission. Forestry management, policy-making with res-

socio-economy. Mr Obukhov replies: 1) research and inventory

pect to certified wood, timber import and the people's attitude

of vitgin forests are of global importance; 2) the Komi Republic

towards forests in the Netherlands were items that were dis-

tries to stimulate the federal authorities to assign virgin

cussed.

forests a formal proteetion state. The Netherlands could contribute to proving the value of these forests. In this respect the

Two contrasting days during this mission were:

president of the Komi Republic already approved a project for
developing a forest management plan, to which the PRISM pro-

Visit to Ministry of Agriculture,

Nature and

ject could contribute.

Food Quality (ANF), The Hague
Mr Obukhov presented a general description on the forests and
forestry in the Komi Republic: total fa rest area 29 million ha;
tata I fa rest with proteetion status 16 million ha; total commercial forest area 13 million ha, of which currently 5 million rented to commercial logging companies, also international joint
ventures, based on tender procedures; wood products provide
for 20% of the GNP of the Komi Republic; total yearly wood
production 6 million m3, which is half of the optimum to keep
forest quality for wood production; currently 8 million ha of

M;n;stry

of Agr;culture,

Nature

and Food quality,

potentially commercial forest area is not used, this area also
includes same primary forests. A special inventory and protection program me was elaborated, which preliminarily concluded
that 40% of the area should be protected, while 60% was available for sustainable legging: Currently 800,000

ha of forests

are certified in accordance with international standards, which
is 40% of the total certified forest area in Russia. Certification
will be continued.

Excurs;on
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to Dutch Forest Reserve

The Hague

Visit to wood import terminal of PontMeyer
Wood & Construction BV (Zaandam)
Mr Martin de Butter (photo, left) explained that PontMeyer j
PontCentrop is one of the largest wood importers
Netherlands.

in the

Volumes and crigin of wood products were dis-

cussed, as weil as the quality standards and related quality
standards for harvesting & processing equipment.
Certified wood is clearly a sector in which the company expects
further growth in the ne ar future, as such the company is interested in establishing

working relationships

panies th at have a certification

with logging com-

already. A majority of wood is

sold through the 19 company retail eentres in the Netherlands.
Increasingly wood is pre-processed in the country of crigin (defined sized - width and length, ready-for-use in construction),
and therefore, often wood products more and more are delivered directly to the clients, not through the import & distribution
terminal, often in mixed packages according to the requests of
the clients.
The market in the Netherlands for certified and pre-sorted timber from Russia is expected to grow. The visit therefore proved
very successful,

and promising contacts for future business

relations were established.
Aftemoon
• Lunch at Zaandam;
• visit of House of Peter the Great
www.zaaninfo.comjengjczaar_peter_house.htm;
• cultural program me.

Business

to business contacts

Photo right: Memorial
1.697

in Zaandam

to the visit of Tsar Peter in

in Zaandam
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6 Expedilions
Vasily Ponomarev, Mennobart

van Eerden, Haraid Leummens

A vast territory as the Pechora basin needs a thorough set of
background data before one is able to model the existing
knowledge and, even more difficult, forecast the future by
scenario development. Right from the start it was therefore feit
necessary to organise joint expeditions into the field in order
to obtain, tnrough a standardised approach, the data which will
enable us to develop indicators for the blologtcal state of the
environment and confront these later on with socio-economie
parameters and development scenarios to see the impact.

During PRISM in 2003 and 2004 as weil as the preceding
year of 2002 a series of multi-disciplinary expeditions was
organised to the sub catchment areas within the basin. To
illustrate the peculiar environment met during these trips, both
from human and biological perspective, a series of photographs of the different activities is presented here. For remote
areas, the use of MI-S helicopters was indispensible. Beside
tast changeable weather conditions, the expedition members
got acquainted with large quantities of mosquitoes; generally
spoken, however, the fascinating landscapes and encounters
with unique biota made up for a lot of the hardships.
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1 Evalualion and perCePlion of PRISM
bV individualleam members
What is your name, profession, what institute
are you working for?

Managing a large project like PRISM is not an easy task.
Communication

was often a problem, nonetheless

because of

the Russian language, which was both in written and spoken
communication
ticipating

very often the single basis for many people par-

in the project from the side of the Russian

Svetlana Degteva, Dr. of Science, Institute of Biology, Komi
Science Centre, Ural Division, Russian Academy of Science,

Federation.

Syktyvkar

Thanks to the bi-lingual Russian cluster leaders and translators

Tamara Dmitrieva, Senior Scientist, Regional economy,

this handicap was overcome in most cases, but a more timely

Institute for Socio-Economie & Energy Problems of the North,

procedure will be necessary in future. as weil of a necessary

Komi Science Centre, Ural Division, Russian Academy of

investment

Sciences, Syktyvkar

in language training courses for key workers on

both sides.
Ludmila Khokhlova, Senior researcher, Hydrochemistry,
Asking individual participants

in the project, what they experien-

Institute of Biology (KSC UrD RAS), Syktyvkar

eed during the two and half years of co-operation reveals the
Deputy Director AGIKS, Komi Republic State

following:

Agency Territorial Information Centre for Natural Resources and
Environment Protection, Syktyvkar
Tatyana Pystina, Scientist (Iichens), Institute of Biology, (KSC
UrD RAS), Syktyvkar
Angelina Stenina, Senior Scientist (phyto- and zooplankton),
Institute of Biology, Komi Scientific Centre of Ural Div. of RAS,
Syktyvkar
Alexander Ziotnitskiy, Senior Economist. Saint-Petersburg
Forestry Research Institute (Russian Federation Federal
Forestry Agency), St Petersburg
Yana Kislyakova, Senior Officer, Committee of International
and Interregional
Autonomous

Links, Administration

of the Nenets

District, Nar'yan Mar

Karen Mulders,

Anthropologist

Researcher / Teacher, former

employee at the Arctic Center, University of Groningen,
Groningen
Marina de Vries, Project Assistant.

Rijkswaterstaat

RIZA,

Lelystad
Ruurd Noordhuis, Aquatic Ecologist, Rijkswaterstaat

RIZA,

Lelystad
Poul Grashoff, System Analist, Director Demis BV, Delft
Stef van Rijn, Project Assistant

in Biology and Ecology, Delta

Project Management, Culemborg
Theo van der Sluis, Landscape Ecologist ALTERRA, Landscape
Centra, Wageningen
Bart Fokkens, Director International
Rijkswaterstaat
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RIZA, Lelystad

Co-operation,

What did you expect of the Pechora-PRl5M
project at the beginning in 20031
b) Did the project meet your expectations1
Svetlana Degteva. Fruitful collaboration
the Netherlands.

with scientists

from

Alexander Ziotnitskiy. Establishment

New data about biodiversity in the Pechora

of scientific contacts to

new colleagues (Russian and foreign), Reception of the new

river basin.

information

b. Yes.

complex deelsion of interesting scientific questions with partiel-

Tamara Dmitrieva. I expected the complex research about

methodological

problems of the Pechora basin in which would be included the

have been received earlier. Reception of additional financing of

questions

scientific

in sphere of professional

work. Opportunity of the

pation of experts of various trades. Approbation of theoretical,

upon socio-economie

development

(our questions).

b. The project is at work, I think. I hope my expectations

will be

and methodical results of researches which

researches spent by our institute.

b. Yes.

realised yet.
Yana Kislyakova. The expectation with the PRISM project was
Ludmila Khokhlova. Generalisation

that in the frameworks

of data about Pechora

of it would be created a number of

basin hydrochemistry.

tools which local authorities

b. Almost did

state of environment

could use in order to monitor the

in the Pechora river basin and control the

industrial impact in respective area. Besides, an important
Alexey Serov. We expected that there would be first stage of
the Decision-making

support system in the Pechora river basin

task of the project, in my opinion, was achievement of a goed
level of co-operation between Russian and Dutch experts in the

(PKS) created. There was an expectation that this system

fields of river biodiversity, socio-economie

would be implemented

GIS etc.

in our Agency and in the Ministry of

Natural Resources and Environment Protection of the Komi

development

issues,

b. It did to a certain extent, especially when it comes to the

Republic.

involvement into biodiversity scientific study and monitoring in

b. Yes and no. "No" because creation of the full-scale decision-

the region. A certain level of understanding

making support system for the time being have seemed to be

experts and their Dutch colleagues has been achieved. An

impossible

due to unexpected complexity of the task. "Yes"

because we have got international

group of associates

studied carefully existing challenges and approaches.

important contribution

that

between local

into the study of the region is being

do ne during the summer field works in Tobseda region on

No

ringing of Barnacle goose.

doubt, this group in the future will be able to deal with this
grandiose (as it has appeared to bei) project issue.

Karen Mulders. I expected to obtain some interesting

informa-

tion about the natural environment from the local inhabitants Tatyana Pystina. For the first time I have taken part in the

the Nenets. I hoped this information would complement

large international

challenge data collected by fieldwork on the local flora and

participants

project. I think, I shall not be misteken] all

of the project expected the big results. First, the

challenge of extensiveness

end/er

fauna.

of area of research - basin of

As a PhD-student in ethno-history

/ archaeology I hoped to

Pechora River, one of the largest European rivers. Involving in

hear stories and perhaps find some traces of habitation

the project of many organtsatlons and experts from various

the shores of the Pechora river, but this has not been a main

spheres of activity provided the complex approach, accordingly

focus of our stay in the Nenets AO.

and reception of more detailed information, which analysis will

b. Yes! One of the other groups has even had the lucky expe-

allow to establish new relationships

(dependence) and to draw

deeper conclusions.

rience to come across pottery finds, the photographs of which
indicate that archaeologlcal

I as the expert - lichenologist

for a long time was interested

in

valleys of the rivers as hot spots with a specific diversity of

along

research is possible and rnight

shed more light on the early history and use of (at least) the
Pechora-delta.

lichens. Besides the opportunity to co-operate with colleagues
from foreign countries allowed to seize new scientific approa-

Marina de Vries. That it would not be an easy job. My job was

ches to master new techniques

to assist the project leader with the daily activities and also to

of interesting

of collecting and the analysis

material.

establish contracts,

keep up finances, to solve the daily pro-

b. I am quite satisfied with the results obtained during the

blems (sent bye-mail)

project.

events like study tours, preparations

but also to do the organisation
for expeditions

of
etc.

b. Yes, it was not an easy job!
Angelina Stenina. I expected to take part in the project with
the aim to study the different types of tundra lakes in the

Ruurd Noordhuis. Integration of previously acquired knowledge

Pechora Delta shorelands.

and addition of new information to improve understanding

b. My expectations

major processes and gradients in the ecology of the Pechora

mainly ca me true. I saw new sites in the

of

northern region and many samples from different lakes were

delta. Expansion of delta work to include upstream parts and

collected. I have interesting results and could assess new

upgrade understanding

diatom species for this region owing to this project.

upstream-downstream
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of processes to the entire basin and
interactions.

b. With respect to delta work yes: the 2003 expedition !resulted

due to work load in specific fields. In particular the relation

in a much more complete view of fresh-salt gradients, land,

between biodiversity and hydrology, in particular hydrological

water transition

modelling, was not assessed.

zones, tidal influence and the role of n'utrients,

as weil as aspects of large scale grazing (incl. geese, swans)
and hu man presence (fishery, reindeer herding), The fi~dings

FilartF'okkens.

(field data, interviews) strengthened

sectors from both countries together for an exchange of infor-

1) Bringing differeht people from different
!

previous ideas anÇl impro-

ved on them, and generatee a sense of closure with respect to

mation. And by thls, getting a better understanding

understanding

each other concerning the problems and solutions of a sustain-

the major processes and mechanisms.

between

With respect to upstream work more expeditions will have to

able development

follow in order to achieve a similar understanding.

ting and processing, 3) Analyzing"the data and 4) Preliminary

Poul Grashoff. To build an integrated Decision Suppor(System.

b. As far as I can consider at th

b. The focus shifted to a knowledge system, with limited inte-

report.s·Yet), 'fully yes.

of the Pechera-River Basin, 2) Data collec-

modelling of the system(s).
moment (I have not seen all

gration of the cluster activities and modelling.
Stef van Rijn. Before the project started I expected that the
first plans to visit the different geographical areas within the
upstream Pechora would be the guide to reach the projects
goals in the integrated study of the river's ecology,
Furthermore I expected the expeditions

going to be a very good

What is your most remarkable memory with
respect to PRISM?
(expedition / meeting / special activity /
trip to the Netherlands / Russia)

time to get known with the Russian counterparts,' a fruitful
working together and a lot of knowledge about the upper

Svetlana Degteva. New impressions

Pechora's ecosystems.

to the Netherlands

b. The project met my expectations

during expedition and trip

for a major part. Above all,

the expeditions were an extremely nice experience in terms of

Tamara Dmitrieva. It was our meeting in Nar'yan Mar in July

doing fieldwork, to be in real natural areas and to work together

2003 before expedition of base group to Delta.

with the Russians. However it was not expected that the first
plan with three expeditions

(covering a Iarger range of the

Ludmila Khokhlova. -

upstream area) couldn't be worked out. While working together
with the Russian counterparts
intensive, the interactions

Alexey Serov. Most of all I remembered a thought that ca me

during the expeditions was quite

to my mind during communication

to analyse the data and writing

with the foreign counter-

reports were rather scarce.

parts. The matter is that the positive result even being suc-

Theo van der Sluis. I became involved in the spring of 2003.

to a limited scale. There are several reasons for that: different

I saw it as a unique chance to work in real Eastern Europe,

approaches to the territorial

and to get a!better understanding

Europe and Russia, enormous differences

cessfully applied in foreign countries, can be applied in Russia

of boreal torest ecosystems

and to cernpare untouched River ecosystems

management between Western
in the country scales

etc. However in our joint project work this has led to positive

with rivers I had

results since we have got an opportunity to understand me rits

been workink on in Western Europe. Furthermore it was unique
in the sen se, that you have so many disciplines

and experts

and demerits of different Russian and fqreign approaches to

together and could study the sarne ecosystems

and same loca-

dealing with certain issues, to analyze tnem, and t9; drarljlatical-

tion, so a cKance to really combine all the data.
b. It was a most interesting

",..

"

and

integration dL!:§§!,!I~s wa§',Q1~çJifficult
Tl!st~Jjj)gDe'§.§N!g
adjust own methods for a common goal was often lacking.

Tatyana Pystina. Perhaps, PRIS'iV1)twill be rememlilered by the
big volume of the work done, especiaIJy;v.;ith resp~ct to herbari*'
um material. In two expeditiçms a I~rg(e collection of lichens
"'. .

Despite the fact that it was explained many times that, to
of these ecosystems,

11,.

Iy enrich our knowiedge.

prolect, buf the cooperation

come to a better understanding

.

we

should aim at integration and tuning of our activities.

·c·.~."".

(about three thousand samples) was coJlected, andthis

nee-

j!

ded to be identified in very strict deadlines.

The report on biodiversity lacks therefore the detail that could

Expedition in July 2002 on Bolshaya Synya River will I:t>efor

have been reached. Too much time had to be invested in the

ever remembered because of extremely cold and ramy weather!

~

data management, the data formats for field work should have
been prepared in more detail perhaps.
The forestry modelling also was hampered by lack of modelling
experience and lack of counterparts;

<,

::,'

~"'~

..

I

Angelina Stenina. The most remarkable merfforYil). the. eX'pedi('
ti on to Pechora Delta with all its peculiaritit:s.
"",,,.,

."1

partly this was compensa$,,,

. ~

ted by their cooperative approach and support.

Alexander Ziotnitskiy. It iS' possible to nariJe ttfu most inte-

Furthermore, the link with other Clusters was limited, partly

resting personal, scientificand

due to own limitations

or delays in results (towards OSS), or

gues from the Netherlands and KomiRepublic,joinl
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~

businessconta<,:ts'ttr't~llea-

I.

lil.....
....., ...... Ih.

discussion

,

Do you think there is room for the
Pechora project PRISM I/? Do you have any
suggestions for the future?
and the decisions on scientific problems.

Svetlana Degteva. We use the basin approach and that's why

Yana Kislyakova. Steering Committee meeting in Nar'yan Mar

Synya basin as weil!

it is necessary to visit mountain landscape zone in upper
in March 2003, Tobseda expeditions, local stakeholders' trip
to the Netherlands was also an important event within the

Tamara Dmitrieva. Prospeets of Pechora project PRISM I1

project.

concerning socio-economie block are connected with strategies
of regional development (it was discussed in the beginning of

Karen Mulders. The incredible hospitality of the Nenets, who

project).

invited us for a 3-day stay in their camp, picking us up from the
shores of the Korovinskaya Bay by reindeer sledge.

Ludmila Khokhlova. Instrumental monitoring of surface water
Pechora river, especially on industrially transformed area.

Marina de Vries. The most enjoyable in the project is to do the
logistic organisation of events like study tours etc. To meet

Alexey Serov. Of course there is need in the project continua-

people from other countries, with different cultures, different

tion. It is necessary to implement the experience gained during

habits etc.

the first PRISM project. To make the new project successful it

Ruurd Noordhuis. The 2003 delta expedition, that, partly due

opinion the most acute issues to deal with in the new project

to loglstic problems, resulted in unexpected finds as weil as

are: management improvement of natural protected territories

some new lnsight in human nature, team roles and the role of

and decision-making system in the forestry.

is necessary to concentrate on certain narrow goals. In my

cultural differences in group dynamics.
Tatyana Pystina. During realisation of PRISM the unique matePoul Gra ho

At IB different opera and operetta songs were

rial on the biological diversity of ecosystems in the basin of

performed, that was a remarkable experience to be there and

the Pechora River from up stream to delta has been collected.

to hear this at the scientific institute.

Indicators of biodiversity, key habitats, hot spots of specific
diversity, the important elements of forest, necessary for pre-

Stef van Rijn. My most remarkable memory is that during the

servation of rare and disappearing species were revealed.

upstream expeditions everything was largety weil arranged. All

One of parts of the future project should be the development

the travels by trains, boats, trucks, helicopters, the collection

of scientifically proven proposals on creation of a network of

of materials and food, the appointments, everything was

valuable habitats of high conservation value in forests in the

scheduled really fine. I think the project leaders from Russia

basin of the Pechora River.

and the Netherlands did a really good job here. This gave us a
lot of trust!

Angelina Stenina. I think that the Pechora project PRISM 11

Besides that, the expeditions itself were a really fantastic
experience.

different groups of investigations may lead to more integrity of

can be carried out successfully. But to my mind connection of
the results. lt is possible in the case when all participants will

Theo van der Sluis. The expeditions during two years, and all

decide upon the common tasks not only in general region but

the organisation around. As weil as the unique environment,

as much at the same sites.

remote, inaccessible areas which are really pristine.

As for as water ecosystems, we need more detailed chemical

Haraid Leummens and I climbed one day Mt. Koip, one of the

characteristics of waters.

higher mountains of the central Urals. It was a transeet we had
started the day before, and there were those interesting geolo-

Alexander Ziotnitskiy. Yes, I think, that there are all bases to

gical phenomena, hexagonals caused by permafrost. From the

assert about necessity and expedience for continuation of the

top of that mountain we had a beautiful view both into Siberia

project.

and the Komi Republic, with forests in the river valleys, and

In the project results were obtained representing value tor

mountain tundra with patches of snow in an untouched environ-

practical use.

ment. Great.

The developed methods of an estimation of accepted decisions

Bart Fokkens. All the meetings of the Steering Committee

territories.

should be introduced into practice of management in surveyed
because they were so different in time, place and contents and
composition. And through this very productive and enjoyable at

Yana Kislyakova. There sure is room for continuation of such a

the same time.

co-operation on the part of the NAO. As it can be seen from
the progress reports and PRISM newsletters, project activities
are presently more concentrated in the Komi republic than in
the NAO. There is a number of reasons, such like lack of local
partners involved, more remote location of the area etc., which
hindered more active participation of the Okrug in PRISM activi-
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upward, changing water circulation

ties. At this moment one of the favourable factors are govern-

patterns and run off.

mental changes in the District, where an active international
co-operation is one of the priorities.

Being aware of the exciting

Poul Grashoff. There is a piace for PRISM 11.A choice is

results of the work that has been done within the PRISM

needed to focus either on the scientific value of the project or

project during the period 2003-2005,

on communication

I envisage the following

to the public and decision makers. To do

proruising directions of the common work for the future:

both leads to compromises

• continuation of birds studies in the region (a.o. Tobseda
expeditions);

Stef van Rijn. Yes, I think there is a great need for a PRISM 11.

• development of the monitoring program in the NAO via an

I think we didn 't finish to cover the whole range of the up-

International

Scientific Board (the NAO administration

ning to hold an international

is plan-

in the results.

stream. We still miss a lot of information

about many aspects

within the system, which seems to be within reach anyway.

meeting on this issue in near

future;

Therefore it would be crucial to use old data as weil to be able
to make an integrated study of the Pechora River ecosystems.

• exchange of knowledge in GIS;
• salmon stock tagging:

Theo van der Sluis. Yes, there is room. We know the approach

• additional activities such like awareness missions (for example, one down the Pechora river from the Komi to the Nenets

now, and how to collect data. Integration was achieved, but

Okrug - still a goed idea if resources for it are found) etc.

we never came as far as we wanted to. We should go into
more detail in particular on the temporal development of eco-

Karen Mulders. Concerning the human science aspect of

systems. Relate the data we have with management

PRISM I there could weil be a PRISM 11.Interviews could be

of the sites, based on (partly) existing data. A better analysis

and age

specified less on tHe historical and general changes observed,

of this data is required, and additional data collection in areas

and more on the use of the land by the locals. Perhaps sdrne

which were not studied so far, e.g. in the Western Pechora

Nenets herders ca

Basin.

be involved in parts of the project as

!

observers or even researchers.
As soon as legislation

in the Northernmost

changes, more archaeo-tgeoj-loglcat

Bart Fokkens. It would be a pity if the opportunity

areas of Russta

of a second

phase could not be created or used. Because the creation and

research might be paRt of

a sequel to PRISM 11,too, but tor the near future this will be

use of areliabie

problematic.

return of all the (types) of investments that have be do ne so
faro

Marina de Vries. Yes, 1 believe there is room for Pechora Prism
11.The PKS can be switched to a DSS (the main goal). Other
institutes

should be involved in PRISM 11.

The organisation

of PRISM 11should be changed and the

project management team should be extended. The workload
during PRISM I was too high.
Ruurd Noordhuls. Yes, 1think the upstreem work has just
started and will gain from more team wise fieldwork.
Knowledge on gradients in the delta could be used to study
effe cts of changes in water level or gas and oil extraction,
using modeis. The delta as weil as the Ural crigins of the river
system are excellent areas to study effects of elimate change
as these effects are streng in the (sub)arctic; to the arctic
aspects of Pechora Delta ecology climate change is prObably
major threat. Repetition of surveys carried out earl ier in the
Pechora project and analyses of data on temperatl.lre,ic~
coverage, length of season, changes in distributio~.6f

veget;;l-

tion types seems very useful, for instance in combination

with

Dutch data on changes in presence of water birds during winter
(arrival date, breeding success). In the delta, meltipg of the
permafrost

seems cruciaion

the one hand, probably resufting

in a shift toward dryer vegetations types, and northward expansion of the taiga on the other. This may be studied byexamining maps and aerial photographs, or by determining the age
of trees along a south-north transeet and in isolated pockets
of trees on the tundra. In the Urals the tree line may move
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Decision Support System will give a high net

8 Discussion on luture direction ol PHISM
Alexey Serov, Alexander Ziotnitskiy, Project Management

S.1 Past and present

Team

planning

The majority of activities in the Russian Federation has a long
history of centralised

planning. For many years rates and scales

of economie growth were determined by 5-year plans, developed
by the state. Departmental

planning included development

of

databases that were strictly focused on specific needs of certain
spheres of mineral resource use: forestry, fishery, agriculture
etc. These databases were properly protected and the data
belonged to a certain authority. It led to creation of the bureaucratie system where state authorities

did not want to cooperate

and this very much hampered integrated planning.
In Russia in general and in the Komi Republic in particular this
type of planning was widely adopted during the Soviet period.
The plans were developed for separate branches and for the
country's economy usually for 5 years. Outlines of the territorial
development were defined on the level of the USSR Government
and th en served as a basis for more detailed plans. The most
developed were the plans (projects) of district planning that
were prepared for a certain region. They included detailed list
of activities and description

of activities aimed at achievement

of identified goals. These activities were described with maximum details, for instanee it was identified where and what
plants should be built, was output they should be, what will be
the production etc. So every project contained goals, tasks and
criteria to assess the success of the plan implementation.
For the time being su eh systematic

descriptive

planning is

almost absent. Development of branches, solving of certain
problems is carried out by programs. Former Soviet systematic
approach is lost and now the programming scheme is used
that leads to even worse departmental

separateness.

In the

market economy the Soviet planning system must be dramatically modified or totally changed. It is necessary to concentrate
on macro planning, development of short-term and mediumterm plans for territories

subject to one administration

- a

J"

municipality or a region. In this case is it necessary to dramatically change the indicator system to assess the success of the
plan implementation.

It is evident that these indicators must

be based on generalised environmental
omie indices, and average statistics
Significant administrative

characteristics,

econ-

of social situation.

obstacle is the shift from much parti-

tioned target system where resource agencies work separately
and use their own databases, to the integrated planning system.
To integrate different departmental

data in the Komi Republic

the Computerized Geo-information System of the Komi Republic
was created. The key facet of the proposed approach is integration of branch data to find more sustainable
options of industries'

development,

of analysis and interpretation
stakeholders.

long-term

and provision possibility

of the integrated data for all

lt is this system that serves as a basis for PKS

development.
The ideology of sustainable development of the territory includes
optimal combination
environment

of interests of population, business, and

protection. The novelty of the approach is in three
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interrelated elements: social, economie, and environmental

• Lack of necessary ecological and economie information. lt

issues are interrelated. The sustainable development is under-

can be caused by absence of data and its secrecy because

stood as development that meets the needs of the present

of commercial reasons (it is usual for majority of companies

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet

exploiting natural resources) and state limitations to the

their own needs. Sustainable development is considered as

access to the classified data;

an integrated space, characterized by the state of economy,

• Distortions of macro-economie indices. Scale of shadow

society and nature. As a rule, assessing the environment,

sector of Russia's economy during the reform period has

people divide these elements, although the goals of the sus-

grown from 6-12% GPD in 1990 to 25-40% in 1997-1998.

tainable development are high living standards, prospering
economy, and protected environment.

Scales of unaccounted use and sales of some natural resour-

The sustainable development can be considered as the major

ces 2-3 times exceed the official data. During the last years

goal of existence of a certain region that should be achieved

the situation is improving.

when planning the territorial development. In this case sustalnable development indicators will be the indices or indicators

As yet there are no official sustainable development indicators

of goal achievement. Indicators are instruments for measure-

for the Komi Republic. lt is important to take into consideration

ments, visualisation, and discussion of important development

that the indicator system should be hierarchical: the lowest

issues. These indicators enable provide quantitative and quali-

unit for indicator development should be a settlement in a

tative characteristics of the problem and evaluate the situatlon,

municipality, then the municipality itself, and then the whole

define positive and negative facets. They provide opportunity to

republic. Also there should be developed basic indicators

correct socio-economie and ecological development in time.

calculated for the republic in general and for every municipality.

The indicators can signal about necessary actions to solve
different problems and can be useful in determining which

The system of basic sustainable development indicators was

changes should happen.

developed in a preliminary way and shown in Table 3.

At the same time it is necessary to know that there can be

lntegrated planning is not the issue of current importance for

systematic distortions when defining indicator values. The

the Komi Republic as it was before. Since the majority of issu-

major reasons for that can be listed as follows:

es are dealt with by program methods, it is necessary to have

Industry
Environmental protection
Environmental protection
Environmental protection

Indicator
Weighted ecological value of the environment
Surface areas of protected natural territories
Investments to the fixed capital, aimed at environmental proteetion and
effective natural resource management

Environmental proteetion
Environmental protection
Environmental protection

Emissions of pollution to the atmosphere
Wastewater emissions
Emissions of pollutants to the environment per unit of Gross regional
product
Amount of not processed industrial and consumption wastes
Natality, morality and Iife expectancy
Education, health and employment level of population
Gross regional product per capita
Power intensity of gross regional product
Fixed assets physical volume index
;~b
Fixed assets renewal index
Amount of investments to the fixed assets by all financial sources
True savings
Natural capital
Use of annual allowable forest cut
Amount of annual allowable forest cut
Level of depletion of oil, gas and mineral reserves

Environmental proteetion
Environmental protection
Environmental proteetion
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy

Table 3.
The system of basic sustainable development indicators outlined in a
preliminary way
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8.2 The luture ol PRISM
PRISM is about half the way it intended to go at the start in
2003. During discussions at the final presentation of results in
Syktyvkar, February 2005, the following headlines for direction
for the future were mentioned:
• From Pechora Knowledge System to scenario analysis with a
Decision Support System; development of clear indicators tor
different fields of study in order to determine present and
future state;
• Determine Norms and standards for industrial actlvities
related to water and land management and forestry;
• Refine Guidelines for sustainable

use of natural resources

(oil, gas, minerais, forestry, hunting and fishery practice), at a
basin level;
• Develop a Pechora Basin Management

Plan and elaborate

appropriate organisational structures of how to implement
such a plan;
Concerning the working program me the following actions
Traditional

zodiac

should be undertaken to arrive at the necessary level before

made of birch bark, Komi

such scenario analysis can be undertaken:
an integrated system combining different state (republican)
programs that are independently implemented in industries or

• Further hydrological modelling needs 1) to take into account

spheres of activities. lntegrated set of sustainable develop-

the delta region. where sea-Ievel rise will drastically affect

ment can be regarded as sueh system.

the low territories and change the discharge capacity of the

In that case "achievement of sustainable development" is a

quantitative level;

unregulated river and 2) to include sub catchments at a
constant goal. To achleve this goal certain programs are deve-

• GIS charts need to become extended into NAü territories, and

loped. Sustainable development indicators and decisions made

with additional layers comprising extended socio-economie

based on their arialysis meet a lack of sufficient interrelation
of different programs.

• Refining the DEM and basin-wide land use charts by applica-

In 2003 the Komi Republic Government has decided to assess

• Continuation of biodiversity research in three new reglens as

and additional biological features;
tion of more sensitive remote sensing techniques;

the natural resource potentialof

the republican municipalities.

proposed in PRISM-05 i.e. Adz'va, Soz'va and Tsilma region.

This work includes both resource inventory, and in the near

following the earl ier PRISM approach; development of indica-

future, their monetary assessment. lt is evident that during the

tors, integrating earl ier research and prioritising location and

assessment all data necessary for calculation of the sustainable

preservation of 'ecologlcal hotspots'; setting up a monitoring

development indicators will be obtained. lt is assumed that

scheme for the delta in connection to the management of

this assessment will be carried out annually and there will be a
possibility to track the indicator dynamics. Indicators' function,

the biological station;
• Developing a better view on management of the tundra biome,

if judged through the above, is about control of the territory

focusing on Reindeer herding practices and prospeets for in-

development results and research of its "response" to diffe-

digenous people, also in relation to oil and gas exploitation;

rent administrative decisions. However, modelling provides us

• Forestry models extended on to regional or sub-basin levels

with an opportunity not only to evaluate how this or that deci-

as to forecast effe cts of large scale differences in applied

sion has affected the socio-economie state of the territory, but

management; inclusion of geo-referenced forestry age data in

also "forecast" any effectuation of decisions. In this case indi-

order to provide meaningful scenarios;

cators and their dynamics obtained by "testing" of the manage-

• Socio-economie cluster needs the step from descriptive data

ment decision on the territory model will not only enable to

analysis to a modelling approach; a clear need for a Dutch

judge the effeetiveness of these decisions, but also can be
used to assess progress during the process of sustainable

partner is feit;
• Atlantic Salmon migratory research needs to be carried out

development.

after preparatory activities during phase I; development of
fish management scenarios, taking into account co-management and basin wide agreed use of fish stocks between NAü
and Komi governments;
• Continuation

of the co-funding principle, with a strenger parti-

cipation by the receiving country, extended partnership with a
strenger non-governrnent (business to business) contribution;
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Concerning the forestry sector it is necessary to improve
modelling of dynamics of forest plots development (FORGRA)to specify relationships between of diameters of trees and
their heights as with age. Important reason for use of this
model is that it solves questions at a level which is used in
practice of a forestry management (separate, qualitatively
homogensous forest plot).
It is necessary to coordinate the program of forestry development modelling, the program of economie estimation of forest
plots and the database of Komi Republic forests. This integrati on will essentially reduce expenses of time for preparation of
the initial data and will lower expenses of time of forestry
managers for calculations.
Results of the first stage of the project on modelling development and an economie estimation of forest plots should be
combined into a set of methodical recommendations and
instructions. To transfer them in Komi Republic forest Agency
and application of the model results by forestry managers
themselves will increase acceptation considerably and may
effectively direct decisions on future forestry management.
It is necessary to include models of forest plots development
dynamics and mode Is of an economie estimation of forest plots
in the system of decision-making developed at the first part of
the second stage of the project. It is important to execute calculations by an economie estimation of Komi Republic forests
and to create maps which evidently would show value of varlous forests. These maps should represent three layers:
An economie (cadastral) estimation
An economie estimation

of the forest grounds,

of forest resources (wood and other

resources),
An economie estimation

of ecologicei functions of forests.

Each of these maps could be elaborated at different levels of
scale: Republic Komi (as a who Ie), region of republic, forestry
enterprises, forest division, etc.
It is considered expedient to develop and transfer to Komi
Republic forestry Agency a method of economie estimation of
various types of fires (Iocal, riding, underground fires) with
respect of cause and effect in relation to intensity (weak,
average. streng) on forests. It is determined by various sou rees
that forest fires cause essential ecological and economie harm
to woods of Komi. Results of performance of the first stage of
projects PRISM and PRIST have created an essential scientific
and methodical basis for the successful elaboration of answers
to the given question.
Birch-trumpet, Komi

Opposite:
Letter of support tor extension of the PRISM progremme, by
representatives of the federal administrations of Komi and NAO,as
weil as captains of industry and research institutes.
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